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When "Tokyo Rose" Came to
Albuquerque
LESTER STRONG

Hello you fighting orphans in the Pacific. How's tricks? This is
after her weekend Annie back on the air strictly under union hours.
Reception O.K.? Well, it better be because this is all request night
and I've got a pretty nice program for my favorite little familythe wandering boneheads of the Pacific Islands. This first request
is made by none other than the Boss and guess what. He wants
Bonnie Baker and "My Resistance Is Low." My what taste you have
sir, she said. 1
Greetings, everybody. How are my victims this evening? All ready
for a vicious assault on your morale. 2
Lester Strong received a graduate degree in philosophy from the New School for
Social Research in New York City. He lives in New York, where he is a ~riter and editor.
1. Taken from the transcript of an August 14, 1944, Radio Tokyo broadcast, as quoted
in Masayo Duus, Tokyo Rose: Orphan of the Pacific, trans. Peter Duus (Tokyo: Kodansha
InternationaL 1979), 184. Note that "Tokyo Rose"was the name given by allied armed'
forces personnel to female announcers (there were more than one) who broadcast over
Radio Tokyo. In the broadcasts themselves, the names "Ann" or "Orphan Ann" were
used. A slightly different version of the same broadcast is given in Chapter 15, "Japanese
Overseas Broadcasting: A Personal View," by Namikawa Ryo, in K. R. M. Short, ed.,
Film & Radio Pr()paganda in World War II (London: Croom Helm, 1983), 325. In this version
the words "after her weekend Ann" are placed in quotation marks, clarifying an otherwise
grammatically ambiguous phrase.
2. Duus, Tokyo Rose, 185.
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D?le and Lena Strong, late summer 1941. Photo courtesy of the author.
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"Greetings, everybody. How are my victims this evening?" The
picture of American soldiers or sailors listening to broadcasts by Tokyo
Rose intended to undermine their fighting spirit is one of the cliches
in our thinking about the battles against the Japanese in the Pacific
during World War II. Indeed, how many novels or movies about that
war contain just such a scene?
Yet there was also a different kind of American audience during
World War II interested in a different kind of Japanese radio broadcast:
the families of prisoners of war captured in the course of the Pacific
fighting, listening for news of those prisoners which the Japanese usually transmitted over shortwave radio in the form of brief messages
allegedly written by the prisoners themselves. Such messages have not.
been portrayed in films and are seldom mentioned in books dealing
with the Pacific war theater. Nevertheless, they were important enough
to the Japanese that Radio Tokyo devoted several programs to their
broadcast-"Zero Hour," "The Postman Calls," and "Humanity"Calls,"
are three mentioned in the small amount of literature on the sllbjectand hundreds, if not thousands, of them were transmitted in the· course
of the war, not only to the United States, but to Canada, Australia,
and even Great Britain. 3
.*..:.
The purpose of the messages? Ostensibly they were broad<;:ast for
altruistic, humanitarian reasons, to give families back home "iiews of
their men who 'are 'fortunate enough to be prisoners of.theJ~panese
people,'" as one commentator quotes the Japanese explanation. 4 The
more important reason, however, was to counter Allied claims that the

l

3. All three programs and the genesis of each are described in "Zero Hour" in Duus,

Tokyo Rose, 64-96, 76-78, 82-83; "Humanity Calls," 85; and "The Postman Calls," 85 and
91. "Zero Hour" was the prototype of the other two, and is also discussed in History
Compilation Room, Radio & TV Culture Research Institute, ed., 50 Years of Japanese
Broadcasting (Tokyo: Nippon Hoso Kyokai, 1977), 100-102, and in Short, Film & Radio
Propaganda, 324-27, and 333. "Humanity Calls" and "The Postman Calls" are described
in E. Bartlett Kerr, Surrender. and Survival: The Experience of American POWs in the Pacific
1941-1945 (New York: William Morrow and Company, 1985), 189-90. Prisoner-of-war
messages are discussed in some detail in L. D. Meo, Japan's Radio War on·Australia, 19411945 (Carlton, Victoria, Australia: Melbourne University Press, 1968), 161-71. (Meo also
mentions "Zero Hour" on pp. 34, 115, and 149, and "The Postman Calls"-mistitled
"Postman Calling"-on pp. 163-64.) In addition, some prisoner-of-war memoirs mention
the writing of messages for broadcast: for example, John S. Coleman, Jr., Bataan and
Beyond: Memories of an American POW (College Station: Texas A&M University Press,
1978), 137, and A. B. Feuer, ed., Bilibid Diary: The Secret Notebooks of Commander Thomas
Hayes, POW, the Philippines, 1942-45 (Hamden, Connecticut: Shoe String Press, 1987),
139, 140, 162, and the typed model for messages reproduced in the photos included
between pp. 34 and 35.
4. Meo, Japan's Radio War, 231.
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Japanese were badly mistreating the military POWs and civilian internees under their control by means of reassuring words from the prisoners themselves. 5
This is relevant to New Mexico, of course, because so many New
Mexicans were taken prisoner by the Japanese early in the war following the American surrender of the Bataan peninsula in the Philippines
to Japanese forces on April 10, 1942. And it is relevant to one New
Mexico couple in particular-Dale and Lena Strong, of Albuquerque. 6
Like so many New Mexico men, Dale was one of those Americans
captured on Bataan, and like so many New Mexico women, Lena was
one of those wives waiting back home for word about her husband.
The confirmation that these men continued to survive their imprisonment arrived via infrequent postcards bearing pretyped messages
that the POWs were occasionally allowed to mail home. Lena, however,
happened to be one of the select number of Americans who received
a prisoner-of-war message purporting to tell her a bit more. In late
November 1944, messages from around the Pacific and the United
States began arriving in her mail telling her of a letter beamed over
Radio Tokyo to her on November 22. The author of the letter was
reported to be her husband, Dale.?
The official U.S. government announcement regarding that broadcast was sent to Lena by Western Union telegram from Washington,
D.C., on November 24, 1944, and read as follows:

5. Ibid., 161.
6. Dale and Lena are the author's parents. Married in 1941, they had two childrenthe author and another son named Howard.,--after the war. They were divorced in 1958.
Dale subsequently remarried and moved to Memphis, Tennessee, where he died in
September 1983. Lena stilI lives in Albuquerque. For the scholarly purposes of this paper,
both Dale and Lena are referred to by their first·names throughout.
7. There were eleven messages in all, including six letters, two postcards, a radiogram, a government telegram, and even a 78-rpm recording of the actual broadcast.
The letters were from Mrs. W. L. McKie, Sacramento, California (who states that the
message was broadcast on "The Postman Calls"); C. L. Graff, U.s. Navy, aboard the
U. S. S. Denver somewhere in the Pacific; A. O. Esse, EI Monte, California; Alton Williams,
Shawnee, Oklahoma; Fred V. Napoleone, U.s'. Army Engineers, stationed on the Ledo
Road, Burma (originally from Santa Fe, which, he writes, is why he took a special interest
in the message); and Mrs. Neva H. Newman, San GarbrieI, California. The postcards
were from Ann Hussey, Los Angeles, California, and Sam Mollicoat, Altadena, California.
The radiogram was from Robert C. Bigham, U.S. Navy, aboard ship somewhere in the
South Pacific. The government telegram was from the Provost Marshal's office in Washington, D.C. The recording was from Mr. and Mrs. B. O. South, San Francisco, California
(collection of messages hereafter cited as Accounts of Broadcast). All are included in the
private collection of the author.
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MRS LENA STRONG-702 EAST CENTRAL ALBQFOLLOWING ENEMY PROPAGANDA BROADCAST FROM JAPAN HAS BEEN
INTERCEPTED QUOTE HI THERE DARLING I AM DELIGHED [sic] TO BE ABLE
TO WRITE YOU A LETTER MY THOUGHTS ARE WITH YOU ALWAYS I THINK
A LOT OF THE HAPPY PAST THE NIGHTS WE WENT OUT AND THE TIMES
WE (WHILED?) AWAY DURING OUR COURTSHIP I AM LOOKING FORWARD
TO AN EVEN MORE HAPPY FUTURE TELL ALICE TO SEND ME A PICTURE
OF MY NIECE AND NEHPEW [sic] TELL ALTHEA AHD [sic] HER HUSBAND
ALSO ELEANOR AND HER HUSBAND HELLO· FOR ME TELL EARL I HOPE
THE BIKE SHOP IS DOING OK I HAVE BEEN ABLE TO DO SOME STUDYING
THAT MIGHT HELP IN THE FUTURE I AM SURE YOU WILL GET A THRILL AS
I KNOW I WILL (AS SENT-EDITOR) [sic] INVEST MY MONEY AS YOU SEE
FIT HOLD EVERYTHING AND KEEP PRAYING FOR THE DAY WE WILL BE ABLE
HOLD EVERYTHING AGAIN AND REMEMBER YOU ARE MY SUNSHINE
GOODBYE AND LOVE FOREVER YOUR DALE H STRONG UNQUOTE THIS
BROADCAST SUPPLEMENTS ALL PREVIOUS REPORTS STOPLERCH PROVOST MARSHALL [sic] GENE~L. .

This "message" with its optimistic tone was certainly reassuring"
and it even referred to people and events Lena could identify as relating
to Dale and her. But was it an accurate reflection of Dale's situation,
or merely "enemy propaganda," as the U.S. government telegram stated?
Indeed, was it actually composed by Dale?
In the books that discuss POW messages, their authenticity has
been debated, and most researchers conclude that for the most part
the prisoners did actually write them. 8 Dale, however, does not seem
to have been among that number. After the war, as one of the lucky
American defenders of Bataan to survive imprisonment and return
home, he consistently denied any role in writing his "message" or any
knowledge of how it was prepa.red, and there is documentary evidence
backing up his claim. 9
That evidence takes the form of several letters from Albuquerque
mailed to him in the summer of 1943, which his Japanese captors turned
over to him in a bundle on March 27, 1944. Dale kept those letters
through the remainder of the war and returned home with them when
8. See especially Meo, Japan's Radio War, 165, 239-45. That many prisoners actually
did write messages is established by the descriptions of doing so noted in the POW
memoirs cited preViously. Neither the Meo book nor any other reference the author was
able to locate mention whether prisoners were questioned after the war by authorities
or researchers about the authenticity of the messages broadcast in their names.
9. Telephone interview with Lena Strong, December 7, 1988.
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he was repatriated to the United States in the fall of 1945. A close
examination of their contents, revealing as it does an almost word-forword correspondence between the POW "message" and various phrases
and sentiments expressed in the letters, points to only one conclusion:
The "message" from Dale was fabricated by Japanese propagandists,
based on information about him and his American life that they could
only have gleaned from the letters themselves as they passed through
Japanese hands before being turned over to him in March 1944. IO
But if the "message" was merely Japanese propaganda, what reality
did it conceal? What was Dale's true state of mind during his years as
a prisoner of war? Under what conditions did he live? Fortunately
there is also documentary evidence providing answers to these questions. That evidence takes the form of a secret diary Dale kept from
April I, 1944, through August 16, 1945 (the day after Japan surrendered), written on the backs of the letters mailed to him in the summer
of 1943Y The letters (all but one of which were from Lena) with Dale's
diary entries on their back sides, and a fairly short memoir by Dale
10. A detailed examination of the corresponding elements in the letters and the
broadcast is beyond the scope of this article. It will suffice to mention two examples:
First, near the beginning of the broadcast appear the words "I think a lot of the happy
past the nights we went out and the times we (whiled?) away during our courtship."
And note the following (quoted later in this article) from Lena's July 5, 1943, letter to
Dale: "Whenever I sit in the swing on the front porch, I always think about the many
evenings we whiled away there when we were courting." Second, the broadcast also
says, "Tell Earl I hope the bike shop is doing OK." Earl and Lela Sumner (see the letters
from Lena quoted later in this article) were close friends of Lena and Dale. Earl owned
a barber shop, which Dale could not help knowing. But in the only letter from Albuquerque turned over to Dale by the Japanese in March 1944 which was not from Lena,
Earl had written, "My shop is duying [sic] better then [sic] it was.... Ive [sic] been
buying bikes and selling them and make a little money.... Lena bought one...."
There is no mention at all of Earl's barber shop in the letter (nor in any of Lena's) and
the impression that he ran a bike shop is strengthened by Lena's July 12, 1943, letter to
Dale, in which she writes that she has sent him a picture of herself with her bicycle (also
see letters from Lena quoted later in this article).
Proving the message was a fabrication is not difficult. Explaining why the Japanese
went to the trouble of fabricating it-especially in light of the evidence mentioned above
indicating the many authentic POW messages they had to broadcast-is much more
difficult. Indeed, it is probably impossible, short of a major find in some Japanese archive
of World War II papers elucidating their motives. Such a find is in itself highly unlikely,
given the wholesale destruction of documents by Japanese officials at the end of the
war; see Arnold C. Brackman, The Other Nuremberg: The Untold Story of the Tokyo War
Crimes Trials (New York: William Morrow and Company, 1987), 40-42.
11. Dale Strong, "My Reminiscence," August 5, 1959 (handwritten manuscript, Author's collection), 74-75. Dale had to keep it secret. Diaries by prisoners were illegal, a
fact noted forcefully by Lynn Z. Bloom in her introduction to Natalie Crouter, Forbidden
Diary: A Record of Wartime Internment, 1941-1945 (New York: Burt Franklin & Company,
1989), xii.
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written after the war in a brief attempt to recount his wartime experiences in book form, all still exist, as do the mailed accounts of his
POW "message."12 This article will study those sources, along with
tapes and written notes from several personal and telephone interviews
with Lena, in order to reconstruct an accurate picture of the circumstances behind that "message." What emerges is a unique glimpse into
World War II events, different from those usually offered in books on
tne subject-and a story likely to evoke memories in more than a few
New Mexico families.
Dale's wartime story begins in June 1941, when he was assigned
to Kirtland Base as a member of the Army Air Corps. Unlike most of
the men from New Mexico eventually posted to the Philippines, he
was not a member of the New Mexico National Guard unit that became
the 200th Coast Artillery nor even a native New Mexican, but an en~
listee from Mississippi in the nascent U.S. Air Force and a member of
the 19th Bombardment Group that would be assigned with the 200th
Coast Artillery to the Philippines in the autumn of 1941.
In June 1941, Kirtland Base was itself nascent-building there had
begun only the previous January, and the initial facilities were not
completed until August. 13 Army personnel stationed at Kirtland, therefore, had to find housing in Albuquerque. Dale moved into a rooming
house at 120 South Walter. There he met Lena, already a resident at
that address because its location-one block east of Edith Boulevard
and two long blocks south of Grand Avenue-was convenient to Longfellow School, where she was then teaching second grade. After a
12. The mailed accounts of the message and a copy of most of the typed memoir
were kepfby Lena, who turned them over to the author after Dale's death in 1983.
Another portion of the typed memoir was located by Robbie Morrison, a niece of Dale
who lived near him and who sent it to the author shortly before the death of Dale's
second wife in 1988. The letters from Lena and the war diary had a more curious history:
In the late 195Os, just before Dale's divorce from Lena; he contacted the Journalism
Department at the University of New Mexico, seeking help to turn his war memoirs
into a book. A student, Richard French, agreed to type and-from the evidence supplied
by the typescripts-to edit the handwritten notes for the book Dale was producing from
the wartime documents. Dale's divorce and events in Richard French's own life brought
an end to the collaboration. Dale, however, did not retrieve all the papers in Mr. French's
possession, which included the handwritten memoir, and the letters-and diary. In 1988,
when the author was looking through the additional portion of the typed memoir located
by Robbie Morrison, he found a 1959 letter from Mr. French to Dale which gave a
University of New Mexico postal address. Through the university alumni office, the
author was able to contact Mr. French, who, amazingly enough, still had the missing
material. Both Robbie Morrison and Mr. French have the author's-and indeed the entire
Strong family's-gratitude for preserving and returning the documents in their hands.
13. Air Force Special Weapons Center and Kirtland A.F.B. (Baton Rouge: Army & Navy
Publishing Company, Inc., 1956), "History" section (pages not numbered).
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"whirlwind romance" during the summer of 1941, the two drove up
to Santa Fe on September 10 and were married. Three weeks later to
the day, Dale was sent overseas. 14
It was to be over four years before they would see each other
again. A short chronology of this period places the events discussed
in this article in their proper sequence:
October 1941: Dale arrives at Clark Field, north of Manila on Luzon Island in the Philippines.
December 8, 1941: Japan attacks American forces in the Philippines.
April 1942: Surrender of Bataan to Japanese forces; Dale takes part
in the Death March up the Batilan peninsula to the internment
camp for American and Filipino soldiers established by the
Japanese at Camp O'Donnell in northern Luzon Island.
By September 1942: Dale officially acknowledged as "missing in
action" (i.e., no report of his death by American military or
Japanese); whereabouts unknown.
June 22, 1943: Lena receives word from U.S. War Department that
Dale is still alive.
July I, 1943: First of Lena's letters to Dale; total number of such
letters written unknown, but thirteen in this series, the last
dated September 9, 1943, and one letter from a family friend
named Earl Sumner were eventually turned over to Dale by
the Japanese authorities and survived the war.
March 27, 1944: Dale receives letters written the previous summer
in one bundle.
April 1, 1944: Dale begins war diary on backs of letters; diary
continues one day beyond Japanese surrender on August IS,
1945.
August 1944: Dale transported from the Philippines to Japan.
November 22, 1944: The Japanese broadcast a letter over Radio
Tokyo purportedly from Dale to Lena; Lena receives accounts
of this broadcast from all over the Pacific and the United States.
August IS, 1945: Japanese surrender.
September 1945: Dale repatriated to the United States. IS
14. Interviews with Lena Strong, June 24, 1983, and February 5, 1989.
15. The sources for this chronology are: Kerr, Surrender and Survival; Stanley L. Falk,
Balaan: The March of Dealh (New York: Jove Publications, 1984); Dale Strong, "War Diary,
April 1, 1944-August 16, 1945" (manuscript, Author's collection); Dale Strong, "My
Reminiscence"; Adjutant General's Office to Lena Strong, September 11,1942; Adjutant
General's Office to Lena Strong, telegram, June 22, 1943, Author's collection; Lena Strong,
"Letters to Her Husband, July 1, 1943-September 9, 1943" (manuscript, Author's collection); Accounts of Broadcast.
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Dale's diary fills in the details of that chronology, telling the story
of how he actually lived during the war years. And not only is it written
on the back sides of letters from Lena, it is composed in the form of
an extended letter to her-a reply, as it were, to her own account of
the'life in Albuquerque he was unable to share. But before turning to
the diary, it is important to get some flavor of the family, friends, and
activities from which Dale was separated, a flavor best conveyed by
quoting direCtly from the letters Lena wrote.
On June 25, 1943, three days after being notified that Dale was
still alive, Lena received instructions from the government about communicating with prisoners of war. That circular read in part:
CORRESPONDENCE Under terms of the Geneva Convention, officially reported prisoners of war are permitted to correspond with
friends and relatives. There is no limitation on the number of letters
which may be sent them, postage free, by relatives and friends,
but all communications should be brief and strictly of a personal
nature, and if possible typewritten or in block letters. 16

The letters from Lena that Dale eventually received are all typewritten and relatively brief at half a page or so in length, Moreover,
their contents are strictly personal.
The opening lines' of her first letter, dated July 1, 1943, read:
My darling husband,
I am so glad I can write to you again. There are many things I'd
like to write but so little I can say. Darling, I've thought about you
constantly, wondering how you are and where you are....
The words convey both her relief at finding out Dale is still alive and
her frustration at how little she really knows about his current circumstances. The thread of this concern runs throughout her letters, but
for the most part their tone is chatty and light-hearted-an attempt,
doubtless, to raise the morale of both of them. A sampling from the
letters conveys the tone very well:
... this is vacation but I am staying in Albuquerque for the summer... , I spent most of last summer with your folks .... I imagine Robbie and Bill'fDale's niece and nephew] have grown so much
since I've been there that I'd hardly know them. , .. You always
told me I'd be crazy about Alice, well, I really am. I think you have
16, Office of the Provost Marshal General, "Information Circular" (Washington,

D.C: Prisoners of War Information Bureau), no. 10,
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Lena with bicycle from Earl's "bike" ~hop, summer 1943. This photograph was
sent to Dale with the packet of letters that he received in March 1944. Courtesy
of the author.

a grand sister.... Earl and Lela [close friends of Dale and Lena]
... have been grand to me. I have dinner with them every
Sunday.... (July 1)
Thelma [Lena's older sister], Lela, Earl and I had a picnic lunch
in the zoo park this noon. The ice tea really did hit the spot as it
has been pretty warm.... Eliesa [Lena's younger sister] ... was
married June 12.... Whenever I sit in the swing on the front
porch, I always think about the many evenings we whiled away
there when we were courting. How nice it would be to hear your
voice over the phone. Remember, "Hi, there...." (July 5)
I'm making a couple of summer dresses which will be nice and
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cool. ... I have a pretty good picture of myself with the bicycle
so am sending you one in this letter.... 17 (July 12)
Had a nice letter from your sister Alice this week. All your family
is OK.
I sent Eliesa and Walt a nice wool blanket for a wedding
present
(July 31)
I start working a week from today, am still at Longfellow School
and still have the same grade. I get a 10% raise starting Sept. 1
which will be a big help. By the way, honey, I sent a copy of the
marriage license in a long time ago. I have always received the
allotment regularly and I save all of that and some of mine too so
we'll have something when you get back.... (August 23)
I've been in the harness for a week now. Have 26 youngsters in
my room.... We registered the children Wednesday morning and
that afternoon some of the student teachers were down from the
University.... (September 4)
Lena does voice one complaint over and over, however, starting
with her first letter on July 1 and continuing through nearly the last
of them. She states it most eloquently, perhaps, in her letter of August
21: "I am so in hopes that I will get a card or letter from you but nothing
so far. So many have been coming through lately. I never sit down on
the front porch but what I don't think of you, honey."
Then, on September 9, she is able to write: "Received your card
with your signature day before yesterday.... Honestly, honey, I was
so glad to get it, it's been so long since I heard from you."
What Lena had received was one of the cards that the Japanese
occasionally allowed paws to mail home during the course of the war. IS
Labeled "IMPERIAL JAPANESE ARMY," they contained preprinted messages and enough space near the bottom of the message side for a few
personal words from the prisoner. Line 1 of the card Lena had received
gives a me:tiling address for Dale-Philippine Military Prison Camp No.
lO-C (all the cards Lena received have this address and must have been
mailed before Dale's transfer to Japan)-but does not specify its loca17. The original photo survived the war. Lena's message on the front read, "To my
darling" and she signed it "Lena." On the back she wrote, "This is me." Dale added the
following on th~'back: "Received March 27 1944 Won't Be long I hope Honey you are
the Grandest woman I've ever known. PFC Dale H Strong."
18. Six of an undetermined total number that he sent arrived in Albuquerque and
are still extant. Dates for receipt of those---in Lena's handwriting; there are no other
dates on them, so when they were written is not clear-are September 7,1943; December
7, 1943; December 10, 1943; December 11, 1943; August 19, 1944; and January 22, 1945.
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One of the Imperial Japanese Army postcards Dale sent to Lena, address side.
Note the U.s. censor's mark, in the lower left-hand corner. The box just to its
left is the Japanese censor's mark, where the three characters running top to
bottom, far left, give the name of the prison camp, the seven characters to
their right state that the military prison camp examination has been completed,
and the character stamped in the oval below gives the family name (Tobe,
pronounced Tow-bay) of the actual censor. The Japanese characters at the top
are a translation of the French words above them, while those at the left identify
the card as a postal service card. Translations courtesy of Yukie Abe, Japanese
student at Long Island University, Brooklyn; Albert Scott, Serials Division,
Columbia University Libraries; and Alexander Brown, C. V. Starr East Asian
Library, Columbia University Libraries. Courtesy of the author.

tion. Line 2 states that Dale's health is "excellent," line 3 that he is "not
under treatment," and line 4 that he is "improving" (contradicting the
"excellent" health assertion of line 2). Line 5 allows space for listing
any personal business the card's recipient should take care of, but is
left blank on the card from Dale. Line 6 states: "Please notify my parents
that I am well. Hoping you are the same." And finally, line 7 asks Lena
to give Dale's best regards to "all our friends."
Thus the personal message from Dale, on line 6, contains only
thirteen words. It is reassuring, of course, but not highly informative.
And it is certainly not very accurate-writing personal messages subject to Japanese scrutiny was obviously no inducement to tell the uncensored truth. (The longest such message, forty-four words on a card
Lena received December 11, 1943, was almost as uninformative and
inaccurate.) The real mess,age to Lena, it turns out (not surprisingly),
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Imperial Japanese Army postcard mailed by Dale, message side. Courtesy of
the author.

was contained in Dale's secret diary, to which this article now turns,
and the words there tell a very different story.
.In the first place, they locate Philippine Military Prison Camp No.
lO-C very precisely-the old Clark Field north of Manila on Luzon
Island, which Dale had fought to defend from the Japanese in the early
days of the war. As a prisoner, he and many other American soldiers
were back, rebuilding and enlarging for Japanese use the very air strips
the Japanese had bombed in their air raids of December 1941.
In the second place, they describe Dale's health problems as being
much worse than anything hinted. at on the officially sanctioned Imperial Japanese Army postcards. In his first diary entry (April 1) he
notes that he has just recovered from a four-day bout with fever. On
April 23 he writes: "I had 14 aJ:tacks of tropical malaria over a period
of 18 months[.]" And on September 19 he reports having suffered from
beriberi.
Malaria and beriberi-one disease associated with the tropics, the
other with malnutrition and a vitamin 8 1 deficiency, and both the result
of prison camp conditions. For example, there was the work, which
was onerous: "We are building a runway on the airfield and the dust
and heat is [sic] really a k~ler" (April 1).19 "Walk a long ways to work
19. Quotations from Dale's diary are edited for punctuation where necessary, with
the added' punctuation marks placed in bracket~. Misspellings, grammatical mistakes,
and eccentric capitalization have been left unaltered for the most part, to preserve the
sense of pressure and fatigue the original document conveys.
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early and later;] really get tired" (June 5). And there was the food, or
rather the lack of it, and its poor quality:
They cut our chow again this week[;] you would be surprised to
know what we live on[.] 1 had about a 1/2 cup full of very thin
[word indecipherable] soup for noon and a cup full of steamed
rice. This rice is very dirty and full of worms and weevils but it
doesn't kill uS so 1 guess I should be thankful. No spices or flavoring either but we are so hungry all [the] time it actually tastes
good.
Later in the same April 23 entry he writes: "Damn I'm hungry.... An
empty stomach is sure a discouraging thing and a person thats [sic]
never been thru it just can't realize what it means to run out of food
and have no place at all to get anymore [sic]." His July 20 entry reads
food very scarcer;] am skin and bones and very weak yet
in part:
they make us try and work. Can't think of anything but food ...."
As Dale notes early on in his journal: "We have had some rough
days and none that were too good. The outstanding good ones of course
[were] when we received Red cross [sic] food and supplies ... and
your [Lena's] dear letters and Xmas Box" (April 1). But such food and
supplies-----even medical supplies--from the outside were seldom allowed into the camp by the Japanese. By late August 1944, he reports
in his September 19 entry, food was so scarce that 200 out of 600
prisoners in his group were seriously ill, and after his transfer to Japan,
he himself weighed in at a mere 105 pounds.
Malnourished, overworked, often ill, Dale's main "leisure time"
activities while working on runways for the Japanese were reading and
an obsessive planning for the future. 2o He writes in his first diary entry
(April 1) about the return to Clark Field after the Bataan surrender:
If • • •

The prisoners here by luck aquired [sic] a large part of the post
Library so we have had some fair reading.... I have read all the
novels available worthwhile and have studied Mechanics, Physics,
Classic Science, Literature, Politics and economics. I have been
through one college book of Physics and one of economics and
have an advanced book 1938 The Promises Men Live By (Harry
Schurman)....

20. Dale also reports physical brutality used against prisoners by Japanese guards,
but none against him personally.
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In later entries he also mentions reading a Dale Carnegie book (April
23) and Adam Smith's Wealth of Nations and Kenneth Roberts' novel
Oliver Wiswell (May 22).
As for his planning, near the beginning of the diary he writes: "I
have plans drawn up for us a small house [sic] and am trying to work
out a personal economy for assured security" (April 1). On a typed
sheet included with the notes for his intended book of memoirs (but
not written out in the diary itself) he goes into more detail:
Things I'm going to own when I get home (September 16, 1943):
1. An automobile
2. Part ownership of a modern home
3. Living room, dining, bedroom, kitchen furniture
4. Domestic rugs, radio, electric iron and electric refrigerator
5. Food equal to the best service
6. Silk stockings and underwear, etc. for my wife and daughter
(if any)
7. Diamond engagement ring, wedding ring, wrist watch for my
wife
8. Haircut every 2 weeks, finger wave for wife
9. Nationally used soap and toothpaste (Best)
10. Laundry hired done or sent out
11. Movies once a week," trip in car once a week
12. One daily newspaper, two weekly magazines, one monthly
13. My wife shall not need to work if she doesn't desire to
14." Planned savings and safe investment of savings
15. Insurance of $5000
16. Medical and dental care
In his April 1 diary entry he notes about one friend, a Rufus Whiteman
of Gallup:
We are making a few plans. You "like roughing it in a nice way
[and] so does his fiancee. So after we return if they get hitched
and there is no objections [sic] we have planned to build a lodge
about 16 miles above Albuquerque on the west side of the river
on his mother['s] place there. He and I have been roughing it now
for two years the oriental way and we intend to really have a swell
camp[;] it won't cost much either. Indeed it will be our honeymoon
if its [sic] not put off too long.
And on April 12 he says about another friend, Ace Gilbert, who is a
professional golfer: "I help him with his plans and he makes suggestions about mine."
Undoubtedly the reading and planning were ways Dale used to
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remove himself psychologically from an extremely unpleasant and uncertain situation. Then, in late August, he found himself removed
physically from Clark Field, as a member of one of the POW contingents
shipped to Japan.
The trip itself aboard a Japanese freighter was nightmarish. In his
September 19 diary entry he writes:
The conditions on there was the awfullist [sic] experience I've ever
been thru [surely a remarkable statement for a survivor of the
Bataan Death March][.] We were crowded into a space 60 by 80
feet which allowed each man about a 18 inch square for baggage
and himself and there we stayed[,] no port holes[;] the hatch half
open was all the air we got. [O]ne q:uart of water a day and so
sweltering hot we could hardly Breathe.... When a man did
collapse they would drag him on deck until he revived[.] [T]he
surprising thing to me is no one died[.] We arrived at Moji about
the 6th [of September 1944] [and] had a 40 hour train ride under
very crowded conditions. Are now at Yokohama. Farmed out 150
of us to a steel mill. 21
In Japan itself, it was still malnutrition, illness, and long days of hard,
exhausting labor. Diary entries from his first few months there do
record periods when food was more plentiful. Moreover, his postwar
memoirs make clear that when he was eventually shifted from working
in the steel mill to' a carpenter's shop, both his living and working
conditions improved. 22 But the tropical heat and illnesses of the Philippines were now replaced by the bitter cold and discomfort of Japan's
winter weather as the months wore on. Even worse, the war was
closing in on Japan's home islands. As the general situation there grew
more desperate, so did the plight of the paws. Gone from the diary
is any mention of books read, and Dale's planning for a future with
Lena is replaced by comments such as the following: "I love you but
you seem farther and farther away and like a good dream I once had"
(December 3).
21. See Kerr, Surrender and Survival, 195-237, for a general overview of POW experiences aboard what came to be called the "Hell ships" or "Death ships." More detailed
and horrifying personal reminiscences by participants than anything Dale writes about
are contained in E. B. Miller, Bataan Uncensored (Long Prairie, Minnesota: The Hart
Publications, 1949), 253-63; Coleman, Bataan and Beyond, 104-9; and especially Manny
Lawton, Some Survived (Chapel Hill: Algonquin Books of Chapel Hill, 1984), 113-210.
Former POWs from New Mexico also discuss their experiences in the PBS Intercom
documentary Memories of Hell, KNME-TV, Albuquerque, 1982.
22. Strong, "My Reminiscence" (handwritten version), 80.
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As the war moved into 1945, several of Dale's diary entries record
U.S. bombing raids over Japan and their effects:
The railroads here are shot and bombed to hell[.] I don't see how
they can hoid out much longer[....] Nimitz raided here for two
days[s] with naval planes [and] shot hell out of everything around
here[;] found several Bullets around[;] one came'thru the roof[;]
soldiers took over as guards yesterday instead of civilians (M£!.rch
16, 1945).
The Japs are very poor now. There is [sic] large devastated areas
in their cities and they are putting more and more in their army
every day. Some time they are going to run out of manpower (June
14, 1945).
The diary also records his physical condition and his reflections on it:
My legs are very weak and I get more despondent every day (June
14, 1945).
Foodis still scarce [and]] am taking Beri-Beri again. I am convinced
that if the war doesn't end and move us from this place by winter
time 50% of us here wont [sic] live thru it. It gets so cold here and
there is no way to keep warm[;] our resistance is so low that the
least disease will kill us (July 19, 1945).
By the summer of 1945, of course,. the war was close to an end,
and Dale had already recorded in his diary entry of May 21 unconfirmed
rumors that Germany had surrendered. But by June 14 he himself had
been moved again, this time north to a small town named Ashio, where
he and other POWs were working in a copper smelter, and the war
for him seemed to drag on as always:
... its [sic] Bad to be here knowing all the world is at peace but
this miserable small bit of it.... Long for peace and freedom and
you [but] seems it will never come[.] [S]urely if they beat Germany
the democracys [sic] can make these folks throw in [the towe1.] I
can't see what the hold up is when 1 think of how powerful the
U.S. must be now (June 14).
Then finally, on August 16, he is able to write in his diary: "Well, honey
... We have not been officially notified[.] But the war is over. I think
that the order to cease firing came at noon Aug. 15."
The war was over, even for Dale and his fellow prisoners of war.
And August 16 also marks the end of his diary-"a continual moan
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and groan I know but such is a P.O.W.s [sic] life as well as I can record
it," as he comments in the final sentence.
Technically Dale was no longer a prisoner, but it would be a few
weeks before the confusion was sorted out. Dale's postwar memoirs
and a few other documents round out this account.
On August 16 the paws at Dale's camp spelled the word "POW"
with plaster shingles in the main yard of the compound; naval planes
spotted it, and dropped cases of K rations and cigarettes. The air drops
continued for over two weeks, with the Japanese themselves supplying
extra food, a radio, and even medicine in the form of typhoid shots.
Then on September 2, after listening to the formal surrender ceremonies
over the radio, the prisoners' ranking officer demanded from the Japanese that two trains be sent up from Tokyo to evacuate the camp. The
trains actually arrived the morning of September 4, and by late afternoon of the same day Dale's group had arrived in Yokohama. The next
day the ex-prisoners were flown in groups to Okinawa, where the
Army had set up a large temporary camp to process paws. After ten
days or so of medical exams and treatment there, the really serious
medical cases were flown directly to the United States, while those
more fit (including Dale) were sent on to the Philippines until space
could be found for them on transport ships for the voyage home. 23
On October 9, Lena received the following telegram from Washington, D. c.: "THE SECRETARY OF WAR HAS ASKED ME TO INFORM YOU THAT
YOUR HUSBAND CORPORAL DALE H STRONG HAS BEEN EVACUATED TO UNITED
STATES TWENTY THREE SEPTEMBER AND HE WILL BE GIVEN AN OPPORTUNITY
TO COMMUNICATE WITH YOU UPON ARRIVAL IF HE HAS NOT ALREADY DONE
50-EDWARD F WITSELL ACTING THE ADJUTANT GENERAL." And

on October
17 she received the following telegram from San Francisco: "ANY OB-

JECTIONS HONEYMOON IN MIAMI COMPLIMENTS AIR CORPS? ARRIVED TODAY
BE HERE WEEK OR SO, WIRE ME LEITERMAN GENERAL HOSPITAL WARD 3DALE. ,,24

Lena had already secured unlimited time off work. 25 As Dale writes
on the last page of his postwar memoirs: "1 arrived in 'Frisco sometime
in October[.] My wife flew out to meet me but arrived a day after we
did."26 There was to be no honeymoon in Miami, as it turned out-the
end of the war did not automatically eliminate all restrictions on trans-

23. Strong, "My Reminiscence" (handwritten version), 100-108.
24. Both telegrams in Author's collection.
25. RCA land-to-ship radiogram sent by Lena to Dale, October 4, 1945 (Author's
collection).
26. Strong, "My Reminiscence" (handwritten version), 108.
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The Strong family at home in Albuquerque, February 1952. Left to right, Howard, Dale, Lester (author), and Lena. Courtesy of the author.
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portation and accommodations. 27 But Dale and Lena did not need
Miami to celebrate: With their reunion in San Francisco in mid-October
1945, the long separation was over and their life together could at last
begin.
It would be pleasant if all war stories could end as happily as
Dale's and Lena's apparently did. Unfortunately, not even their story
continued so happily. Despite the starting of a family and the buying
of a comfortable home in Albuquerque-indeed, despite the acquisition
of nearly all the "things I'm going to own when I get home" that Dale
had noted on his wartime list ofSeptember 16, 1943-marital harmony
after their reunion eluded them.
According to Lena, the war changed Dale totally: his physical
health was broken, and he became irrational and impulsive in much
of his behavior, out of which developed a pattern of binge drinking. 28
The Armed Forces doctors who examined him upon his return to New
Mexico told Lena that "in civilian life he would probably never get any
place because of his health," and urged her to encourage him to remain
in the military which, no matter what happened, "would always understand."29 So stay in the military he did. But he had also become
restless, unable to settle down in one location for very long. Albuquerque was his legal address, but in between stints at Kirtland Base,
he had himself stationed to other locations: Lincoln, Nebraska, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, McGuire Air Force Base in New Jersey, even
occupied Japan. Lena refused to move with him, returning to work
with the Albuquerque Public Schools in the fall of 1948, after the birth
of their second child. By 1958 the strains between them were simply
too great, and they divorced.
Dale's and Lena's marriage was, in a sense, a byproduct of World
War II, and it was in the end definitely also a war casualty. One is
reminded of the sentence quoted earlier from Dale's December 3, 1944,
diary entry: "1 love you, but you seem farther" and farther away and
like a good dream I once had[.]" For thousands of New Mexico men
and their families, World War II spent as a Japanese POW was a bad
dream whose nightmarish qualities never quite faded away. The story
of Dale and Lena provides its own unique documentation of that nightmare-and its own unique footnote to a not unimportant chapter in
New Mexico history.
27. Telephone interview with Lena Strong, May 21, 1990.
28. Interview with Lena Strong, June 24, 1983.
29. Included with Dale's papers is a typed-out copy of a June 19, 1950, Newsweek
article confirming this medical assessment. Under the title "War's Damaged Goods," a
doctor who was himself a former prisoner is quoted as saying: "Speaking for Jap POW's,
it is my opinion that those who have survived are not desirable insurance risks.... No
one who suffered the prolonged starvation, degradation, and physical suffering experienced by this group has been able to make a full recovery, either physical or emotional."

